AGENDA

I. Welcome and Introductions

II. Welcome New Systemwide Foundations Board Members

III. FS to FQ Update from Campuses  
(https://www.hawaii.edu/offices/aa/aapp/foundations/TransitionPlanforFSCourses_rev041818.pdf)

IV. FQ Transition Questions
   a. What happens if some campuses designate courses as FQ and others do not? For example, if a campus doesn't designate MATH 242, 243, 244 (formerly MATH 206, 231, 232) as FS or FQ, however, other campuses do designate MATH 242, 243, 244 as FQ. Will that create any problems within the system, especially for transfer students?
   b. What happens when a student who attended a UH campus and received a passing grade for an FS course that eventually became an FS-FQ dual designated course and then finally only an FQ course? The student took a break and returned to attend a UH campus and now has the FQ requirement. Will campuses be requiring this student to take either the same course over again or another course that has FQ designation? Or, will campuses be allowing this student to use the FS course to satisfy FQ?
   c. What happens when a student who entered the UH system prior to Fall 2018 and has been continuously enrolled but doesn't take their FS designated course within the deadline and sometime after summer 2020 (for UHCC) or after summer 2023 (at the 4 year institutions) takes a class that has FQ designation and had FS-FQ designation earlier. Will campuses be requiring that this student change to the more current catalog requirements or will the campuses allow this FQ (formerly FQ-FS) course to satisfy FS?

V. Questions/Concerns from Campus Reports  
(https://www.hawaii.edu/offices/aa/aapp/foundations/Annual_Reports_2018.html)

VI. Reaffirm Foundations Articulation Agreement
VII. Election of Chair for 2018-2020 (2-year term)

VIII. Other items

Foundations website: http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/app/aa/foundations.html